Abstract-Recommending users for a new social network user to follow is a topic of interest at present. The existing approaches rely on using various types of information about the new user to determine recommended users who have similar interests to the new user. However, this presents a problem when a new user joins a social network, who is yet to have any interaction on the social network. In this paper we present a particular type of conversational recommendation approach, critiquing-based recommendation, to solve the cold start problem. We present a critiquing-based recommendation system, called CSFinder, to recommend users for a new user to follow. A traditional critiquing-based recommendation system allows a user to critique a feature of a recommended item at a time and gradually leads the user to the target recommendation. However this may require a lengthy recommendation session. CSFinder aims to reduce the session length by taking a casebased reasoning approach. It selects relevant recommendation sessions of past users that match the recommendation session of the current user to short-cut the current recommendation session. It selects relevant recommendation sessions from a case base that contains the successful recommendation sessions of past users. A past recommendation session can be selected if it contains recommended items and critiques that sufficiently overlap with the ones in the current session. Our experimental results show that CSFinder has significantly shorter sessions than the ones of an Incremental Critiquing system, which is a baseline critiquing-based recommendation system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems help users select suitable items from a large collection of items with a range of features. Many recommendation techniques have been proposed, from collaborative filtering [1] , [2] , which uses simple ratingsbased user profiles to generate recommendations from similar users, to content-based techniques [3] , [4] , which use the detailed knowledge of the recommended items to make recommendations.
Most recommender systems currently deployed use the single-shot strategy. They produce a ranked list of recommendations for the user [1] , [2] , [5] , [6] . The single-shot strategy is suitable for the recommendation of simple products and services, such as ringtones, movies, books, etc., but it is not well suited for recommending items with complex features. In such cases, it is more effective to offer the user an opportunity to provide feedback, and to refine their needs and preferences. This has motivated researchers to develop so called conversational recommendation approaches [7] , [8] . One of these approaches is called critiquing-based recommendation, in which the user can provide their feedback by critiquing the features of recommended items. The user participates in an iterative recommendation conversation, in each round of which the user receives recommendations and critiques a feature of the recommended items. This process continues with another round of conversation until the user has reached the target recommendation.
Critiquing-based recommendation has proven to be an effective approach to conversational recommendation. However they have a tendency to produce protracted recommendation sessions, due to the limited feedback that critiques can provide. Recent work has concentrated on reducing the session lengths of critiquing-based recommender systems [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] .
Social networking platforms such as Twitter have huge numbers of users. Twitter has 284 millions of active users each month 1 . A report from Twopcharts 2 in April 2014 states that about 44% of the 974 millions of the existing Twitter accounts have never sent a tweet. The report further states that 30% of the existing Twitter accounts have sent only 1-10 tweets. Twitter users are usually following rather than being followed.
Finding interesting users to follow among millions of Twitter users is a difficult task, which may be part of the reason for the inactivity of some Twitter users [14] , [15] , [16] . Various approaches have been proposed for the task [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] . These approaches typically rely on analysing the followees, followers and tweets of a user in order to recommend other users for the user to follow, who have interests relevant to the user. However, when a new user joins Twitter, the user has no tweets, followees and followers. In this paper we present a particular type of conversational recommendation approach, critiquing-based recommendation, to solve the cold start problem.
We take an experience-based approach, called CSFinder, to recommend users for a new user to follow. A traditional critiquing-based recommendation system allows a user to critique a feature of a recommended item at a time and gradually leads the user to the target recommendation. However this may require a lengthy recommendation session. CSFinder aims to reduce the session length by taking a case-based reasoning approach. It selects relevant recommendation sessions of past users that match the recommendation session of the current user to shortcut the current recommendation session. It selects relevant recommendation sessions from a case base that contains the successful recommendation sessions of past users. A past recommendation session can be selected if it contains recommended items and critiques that sufficiently overlap with the ones in the current session. Our experimental results show that CSFinder has significantly shorter sessions than the ones of an Incremental Critiquing system, which is a baseline critiquing-based recommendation system. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes related work on different types of recommender systems and techniques in general and Twitter user recommendation in particular. Sections 3 and 4 present our new approach to the cold-start friend finder problem on Twitter, which harnesses the critiquing experiences of past users to generate new recommendations and shorten recommendation sessions. Section 5 presents the results of our experimental evaluation to demonstrate the performance and potential benefits of our new approach.
II. RELATED WORK
Conversational recommender systems have adopted various forms of feedback, including value elicitation, ratingsbased feedback, preference-based feedback and critiquing [23] . Systems which employ value elicitation ask users to enter specific values of product features, e.g., hard-drive = 320GB. Though this is a rich form of feedback, the user must possess a high level of domain knowledge to use it effectively. In contrast, ratings-based feedback is a much simpler form of feedback, preferred by most collaborative filtering systems. Users assign a simple rating, e.g., 3 out of 5 stars, to indicate the level of their satisfaction with the recommendation [5] . With ratings-based feedback, the user does not require detailed domain knowledge, since they are not commenting on specific features. Instead they simply provide an overall recommendation rating. Preference-based feedback is a special case of ratings-based feedback, in which, instead of rating a set of recommendations, the user simply indicates their preferred recommendation [24] . This is a low cost form of recommendation that requires little domain knowledge, just an ability to distinguish good recommendations from bad ones. However, it is clearly limited in its information content, as it is not always apparent why the user has selected one recommendation over others. In this paper, we look at an altogether different form of feedback, critiquing, which strikes a balance between ease of feedback and the information content of the feedback. Simply put, critiquing allows users to indicate a directional preference with respect to a particular feature of the recommendation. For example, in the scenario of a Twitter recommender system a user might respond to a given recommendation by asking for new recommended users whose tweets are on Politics. In this case the user is critiquing the Topics feature, asking for new users who tweet in politics. This is the standard form of critiquing, which is also called unit critiquing because the user critiques a single feature at a time. The critique acts as a filter over the remaining users to be recommended. The next recommendation will be compatible with the current critique while being maximally similar to the current recommendation.
A previous approach to critiquing, Incremental Critiquing (IC) [25] , maintains a user model made up of the user's previous critiques in a recommendation session. The user model is then used to guide the selection of new recommendations in the session. For example, suppose a camera shopper has already provided a number of critiques. The user model may indicate that the shopper is looking for a DSLR camera that is cheaper than $500, manufactured by Nikon. [25] describes how a user model is generated from such a sequence of critiques. When the user provides a new critique, perhaps looking for a resolution higher than 5 mega-pixels, instead of just selecting a new recommendation based on its similarity to the current recommendation and its compatibility with its current critique, the user model is further used to rank all candidate recommendations. The end result is that the new recommendation is guaranteed to maximally match the user's previous critiques (via the user model). It has been shown that this approach produces more focused recommendations that lead to significantly shorter recommendation sessions.
There are many approaches to recommending Twitter users, such as Twittomender [17] , [18] , which is a web service in which the user must sync their Twitter account with Twittomender, so that the user can be modelled by their last 200 tweets, the tweets of their followees, and the tweets of their followers. Twittomender can then generate a profile of the user.
Twittomender uses a combination of content-based and collaborative filtering approaches to recommendation. In terms of content-based techniques, users are represented by the tweets of their own, followees and followers. In terms of collaborative filtering, users are represented by the IDs of their followees and followers. It is shown that the collaborative filtering approach is better at finding relevant followees than the content-based approach.
Armentano et al. [19] , [20] , [21] proposed an approach that differs slightly from Twittomender in that it does not require the profiles of Twitter users. It explores the follower/followee network in order to find users to recommend. They compared their own approach to Twittomender and showed better general precision than Twittomender. Their Figure 1 : Interface of a Critiquing-based Recommendation System approach consists of two main steps: 1. Finding a suitable group of candidate users: If user X follows user Y, and user Z also follows user Y, then the system considers those followees of Z, whom X is yet to follow as a group of candidate users for recommendation to X. 2. The tweets of each candidate user for recommendation to X are analysed to determine if they are of interest to X. This can be determined by the similarity between the tweets of X and the ones of the candidate.
The CB-MF method proposed in [22] uses both follower and followee relationships to discover communities to improve user recommendation. The CB-MF method uses a two-phase approach in which user communities are first discovered based on the topics of their tweets, and then a matrix is applied to each community to generate a list of candidate followees.
The main limitation of Twittomender, Armentano et al's approach and the CB-MF approach is that they cannot generate a user profile for a new user or an existing user who doesn't have much interaction on Twitter in terms of tweets, followees and followers [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] . This leads to the 'Cold-Start' problem which is a common problem in recommendation systems: there is relatively little information about a new user. The cold-start problem arises when a new entity enters the system for the first time. In this situation the recommendation system cannot make recommendations because there is little information about the new entity.
III. COLD-START FRIEND FINDER
In this section, we present an experience-based critiquing approach that improves on the standard critiquing-based recommendation in terms of session lengths. A standard critiquing-based recommendation session consists of a series of recommendation-critiquing interactions, in each of which the user receives a recommendation and decides whether they are satisfied with the recommendation; If not, the user is expected to respond by issuing a critique, e.g., hard-drive > 320GB. The user's critique helps the system to decide on what to be recommended in the next interaction. The system then makes another recommendation in the next interaction. This process continues until the user has reached their target recommendation or stops.
In the same spirit of case-based reasoning [30] , [31] , experience-based critiquing harnesses a new source of knowledge, namely the critiquing experiences of past users.
The basic assumption is that the successful recommendation sessions of past users must encode useful sequences of critiques, which may help to short-cut the recommendation session of the current user.
In the remainder of the paper, we describe the CSFinder technique and how it leverages the past experiences in a critiquing-based recommender system. We go on to demonstrate the potential of these experiences to significantly improve the efficiency on incremental critiquing (IC) [25] . Figure 1 shows the interface of a typical critiquing-based recommender system, which presents the current recommendation with a range of features. For each feature, the critiques are presented on both side of its value. The critique acts as a filter over the remaining recommendations.
An example run of our system for recommending a followee to a new user is as follows:
Step 1: The user selects a topic from the topic list, e.g., topics = Dietitian.
Step 2: The user wants a followee with another feature, e.g., Followers > 5,000, perhaps to ensure that the recommended user is popular.
Step 3: The user wants a followee with another feature, e.g., When joined Twitter > a year, to ensure that the recommended user is well established.
Step 4: The user wants a followee with another feature, e.g., Number of tweets > 7000, to ensure that the recommended user is active.
Step 5: The user wants a followee with another feature, e.g., Avg Tweets last month > 100, to ensure that the recommended user has been active recently.
Step 6: The user wants a followee with another feature, e.g., location = UK, to ensure that the recommended user understands the people's health issues in that particular location.
Step 7: The user wants a followee with another feature, e.g., Languages = English.
Step 8: The user wants a followee with another feature, e.g., New followers last month > 1,000, to ensure that the recommended user is gaining more followers recently.
Critiquing-based recommender systems aim to provide the user with a set of easy-to-understand critiques. They benefit the user since shorter sessions mean less effort for the user and improved conversion rate for the recommender system.
A. Recommendation Sessions
In a typical critiquing-based recommendation session the user will start with a high-level understanding of their needs. For example, when finding a Twitter user to follow they might start by indicating a language and a location. During the course of the session their needs will be refined, as the user critiques the features of recommended Twitter users, perhaps indicating that they are looking for someone who is not in the UK but has more followers than earlier recommendations. Thus, during the session the user may provide feedback on a range of different features.
We can model each recommendation session, s i , as a sequence of recommendation-critique pairs, as shown in Fig.  2 
terminal(s i ) = p n = (r n , c n ), c n ∈ {accept, stop} (3)
In general, a critiquing-based recommender system has many users who will produce a large collection of critiquing sessions as they engage with the recommender system. The sessions reflect the experiences of these users and capture potentially useful knowledge about their preferences and the different trade-offs they tend to explore. In this paper, we are interested in the potential of these experiences to inform the recommendation process itself. In other words, these critiquing sessions are the cases in a case base of critiquing experiences. For the remainder of this paper we will assume that only successful sessions -that is, those sessions where the user accepts a recommendation -are stored in the case base. We can treat the accepted recommendation as the solution of the case and the recommendation-critique pairs that proceed it as the specification of the case. We will describe how to harness these critiquing experiences to improve the efficiency of the recommendation process by using a new critique-based recommendation approach, called CSFinder, which differs from the traditional approach to critiquing in terms of how new recommendations are generated; see Fig. 3 for a brief overview. 
B. Conventional Critiquing
In a conventional critiquing-based recommender system, when a user applies a critique c i to a recommended item r i , the recommender responds by retrieving an item, r T , which is compatible with c i , in the sense that the item satisfies the critique c i , and maximally similar to r i , as in Equations 5-6. Note that r.f represents the value of feature f in recommended item r. apply(type, u, v) is true if and only if the predicate denoted by type is satisfied by the values u and v; for example, apply(<, 2500, 4000) is true whereas apply(=, English, Arabic) is not.
C. Harnessing CSFinder Recommendation
CSFinder extends conventional critiquing by reusing past sessions to guide the critiquing process. Instead of retrieving a new item that is maximally similar to the current recommendation, and compatible with the user's critique, we recommend one of the items that past users have ended up accepting in similar critiquing sessions. This can be best understood in terms of three basic steps: (1) Identifying past critiquing sessions that are similar (i.e., relevant) to the current session. (2) Ranking recommendation candidates from the terminal items of the identified similar sessions. (3) Filtering the ranked candidates to eliminate those that do not satisfy the current user's critiques.
IV. IDENTIFYING RELEVANT CRITIQUING SESSIONS IN CSFINDER
When a user applies a critique c i to a recommended item r i the user's current (partial) critiquing session, (r 1 , c 1 ), ..., (r i , c i ) , is used as a query (q T ) over the case base of past critiquing sessions, in order to identify a set of relevant sessions; see (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 . Briefly, a relevant session is one that has at least some overlap with the current query (see Equation 8 , where typically t = 0), based on a particular overlap metric. In this case, we propose an overlap metric, as shown in Equation 7 , which computes an overlap score based on both the number of recommendation pairs (item and critique) and the number of critiques (critique only) in q T , which are also present in a given session. The recommendation pairs (item and critique) in q T that are present in the given session are given a weight of 2, while the critiquess (critique only) in q T that are also present in the given session are given a weight of 1. Finally, we use Equation 8 to select relevant sessions. This process of selecting relevant sessions favours more recommendation pairs while still having the benefit of critique overlap to improve performance.
Note that in the case that there are no relevant sessions, and no candidates to recommend, the system reverts to incremental critiquing (IC) and retrieves a new item that is maximally similar to the current recommendation and compatible with the user's critiques.
Figure 3: CSFinder selects those past recommendation sessions that contain recommended users and critiques sufficiently overlapping with the ones in the current recommendation session. Those recommended Twitter users who have been accepted in these relevant past sessions are identified as the candidates of the recommended Twitter user. The identified recommendation candidates are ranked and filtered. The top-ranked remaining Twitter user is recommended to the user.
A. Ranking Recommendation Candidates
The identified relevant sessions (S REL ) have previously led a past user to a successful recommendation. Each relevant session terminates with an accepted recommendation r F , which forms a candidate for the next recommendation in the current session. Generally speaking, an accepted recommendation may be associated with more than one past session. Intuitively, it makes sense to give preference to a recommended item that is accepted more often in relevant sessions. Therefore, the recommendation candidates can be ranked based on their scores as defined in Equation 9 ; see (c) in Figure 3 .
B. Filtering Conflicting Candidates
There is no guarantee that the ranked recommendation candidates are compatible with the user's critiques. Thus, in the final step incompatible recommendation candidates are eliminated. The simplest way to do this is to eliminate those candidates that fail to satisfy all of the user's critiques so far, (r 1 , c 1 ), ...(r i , c i ) , in the current session. However, this is not ideal since in many cases, users may change their mind during a session, resulting in conflicting critiques in the session [25] . For example, a user might start by looking for a product that is cheaper than $100 only to later shift towards looking for a product in the $100 -$150 range. In this case, eliminating recommendation candidates in the $100 -$150 range, based on the earlier critique in the current session, would be inappropriate.
Accordingly we edit the critiques in the current session by working backwards through the session starting with the most recent critique. If a critique is in conflict with a more recent critique (that has already been processed) then it is eliminated. This leaves a set of core critiques which represent the boundaries of the current user's preferences with respect to the features that have already been critiqued. Items that do not satisfy the core critiques are eliminated from the ranked list of recommendation candidates and the top-ranked remaining candidate, shown as r T in Figure 3 , is recommended to the user.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the CSFinder approach we have developed a Twitter user recommender system and evaluated it, based on a comprehensive database of Twitter users.
A. Datasets
For the purposes of the evaluation, two datasets are used: Twitter users as recommended items and the successful recommendation sessions of past users as experience cases. We crawled Twitter user information in twopcharts.com to create the Twitter users dataset consisting of 650,000 users. We filtered the Twitter users dataset to retain those active users only, who tweeted on average at least twice daily. We also removed those Twitter users who did not gain more followers over the past 3 months. The final Twitter users dataset contains a total of 124,545 Twitter users. Each user is represented by 17 different features (e.g., Location, Language, Followers, Followings, when joined twitter, number of tweets, average tweets daily, number of new followers last month, number of new followings last month, number of average tweets daily last month, etc.), including 4 nominal features and 13 numeric features.
We divided the 125,000 Twitter users into three groups of 10,000, 50,000 and 125,000 users to evaluate CSFinder's performance with different sizes of datasets.
Ideally, we would like to evaluate CSFinder using real users. However, this is not currently feasible since it would require a major live deployment over an extended period of time. Instead we adopted the approach taken by [10] , [12] , [32] , [33] to automatically generate critiquing sessions by simulating the behaviour of a rational user, using incremental critiquing (IC) [25] . For each user in each of the three different user datasets of 10,000, 50,000 and 125,000 users, we ran IC with it as the target user, simulating the critiques of a rational user, until the target user was recommended by IC, at which point we recorded the recommendation session. We randomly selected 2-3 features from each target user, which acted as the starting point of a recommendation session. The artificial user then critiqued a feature at a time. To do this it automatically selected one of the features of the recommended user and critiqued it in the direction of the target user. For example, if the target user has 7,500 followers and the recommended user has 4,000 followers, then if the followers feature is selected for critiquing, the more followers (>) critique will be applied on the followers feature. We can generate an arbitrary number of recommendation sessions. In our experiments, however, for each target user, we generated 1, 3, 5 and 7 recommendation sessions respectively to create the case bases of 1, 3, 5, and 7 times of the size of the appropriate user dataset. The case bases of different sizes were then used for evaluating CSFinder.
B. Algorithms & Methodology
We compared the performance of our experience-based critiquing recommendation with incremental critiquing (IC) recommendation [25] , which is a baseline critiquing-based conversational recommendation system. We generated a separate set of 500 target users as our test set. For each of the target users we ran CSFinder, simulating the critiques of a rational user, until the target user was recommended by CSFinder. We automatically created a query, by selecting 2 features from the target user at random, which acted as the starting point of a recommendation session. The artificial user then critiqued a feature at a time. To do this it automatically selected one of the features of the recommended Twitter user and critiqued it in the direction of the target Twitter user. Moreover, features were selected for critiquing based on a probability model that favours nominal and numeric features over binary features to simulate a more realistic critiquing session. The probability model gives each of the nominal and numeric features twice of the chance over binary features. A target user is deemed to be found once the target user has been recommended, at which point we noted the session length.
C. Results
The key efficiency issue to consider is whether CSFinder leads to earlier recommendations and thus short-cut recom- mendation sessions, when compared to IC. If so CSFinder can lead to some tangible benefits for the user. All the other things being equal, shorter recommendation sessions mean less effort for the user and improved conversion rate for the recommender system. Figure 4 shows the average session lengths of both CSFinder and IC when a dataset of 10,000 users was used and a single recommendation was made in each recommendation-critique round. As shown, CSFinder achieves much more reduction in session length: for the largest case base of 70,000 recommendation sessions, the average session length of CSFinder is reduced to under 15 When comparisons were made between IC and CSFinder on larger datasets of Twitter users, the benefits of CSFinder over IC were even greater, as shown in Figure 5 and 6. CSFinder has much more benefits over IC across various sizes of user datasets, ranging from 48% for the dataset of 50,000 users to 67% for the dataset of 125,000 users.
We have so far considered one recommendation in each recommendation cycle. However, the idea that the presentation of multiple recommendations in each cycle would give the user a selection of recommendations to choose from merits further investigation. Allowing the user to view multiple recommendations in each cycle may help them understand the experience cases in the case base and at the same time help them home in on their final recommendation. We are aware that in a real-world system there may be issues on the presentation of multiple recommendations at once. However an artificial simulation provides the perfect opportunity to test the idea (the artificial user chooses recommendations in line with their target). As a baseline case for comparison, Figures 7, 8 and 9 show average session lengths when three recommendations are made in each recommendation cycle. As shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 , both CSFinder and IC gain reduction in session lengths when multiple recommendations are presented in each cycle, with CSFinder having session reduction to just under 10 cycles with the full dataset of 125,000 users. These preliminary results show that the idea of preference-based critiquing is worth being further investigated in future research.
In addition to average session reduction, Figure 10 shows the percentage of target users who have been successfully reached as a recommendation after a certain number of recommendation cycles. For example, more than 50% of the target users have been reached in just 6 or less cycles, when the full dataset of 125,000 users and the largest case base of 825,000 recommendation sessions are used.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented CSFinder, a new critiquing-based approach to conversational Twitter user recommendation. Critiquing-based approach strikes a balance between ease of feedback and the information content of the feedback. It allows users to indicate a directional preference with respect to a particular feature of the recommendation. CSFinder supports more efficient critiquing by matching the critiquing session of the current user to the relevant successful recommendation sessions of past users and selecting new recommendations from the accepted recommendations in the identified relevant past recommendation sessions.
The results of our experiments are promising, showing a marked improvement over IC. These improvements are positively correlated with both the complexity of the user dataset and the size of the case base.
